Abstract On a traditional or default view of the grasping or understanding of a singular proposition by an individual, it is assumed to be a unitary or holistic activity. However, naturalistic views of cognition plausibly could analyze propositional thinking in terms of more than one distinctive functional stage of cognitive processing, suggesting at least the potential legitimacy of a non-unitary analysis of propositional grasping. We outline a novel dual-component view of this kind, and show that it is well supported by current cognitive science research.
on possible propositional structures, in order that they could serve our cognitive and epistemic purposes. For example, it is generally assumed that propositions at least must have a subject-predicate structure, in order to explain the fact that our thoughts generally seem to take this form.
Presumably some form of this 'cognitive constraint' thesis for propositional structure would also be generally agreed on. But there might also be some respect in which more than one kind of propositional structure potentially would be consistent with adequate propositional grasping. We shall argue that this is the case for a novel dual-component versus a traditional single-component conception of propositional structure. The issue may be introduced as follows.
The traditional assumption has been, by default, that cognitive grasping of a proposition is of a holistic, all-or-nothing kind-either a cognizer grasps a complete proposition, or grasps nothing that is specifically propositional. So on this traditional view, there is nothing in the structure of propositional grasping itself that could provide any clues as to the nature of propositional structure, beyond an assumption that the structure of a proposition is as unified as the cognitive act that grasps it. For convenience this traditional view will be called grasping holism.
However, if we turn instead to empirical issues regarding the cognitive processing of worldly information, such as a perceptual process that results in the perceiver seeing that an object x is an F, clearly it involves a sequential causal process that potentially could be broken down into stages, each of which might have a distinctive functional role in the overall informational process. Consequently, it is at least empirically possible that there could be more than one distinctive stage in the grasping of a perceptually derived proposition as well-so that the propositional grasping has an articulated structure that involves more than one of these intermediate stages of cognitive processing of the relevant information. In Sects. 3, 4 and 5 we shall present some empirical evidence that tends to support such an articulated view.
The Dual Structure of a Grasped Proposition
Our proposal will be that cognitive constraints involved in cases of perceptuallyderived singular propositions support a two-component or dual structure for such a proposition. Thus on our view, grasped propositions are grasped as dual-component propositions, or D-propositions for short.
As a rough initial overview-to be refined below-consider the proposition that an object x is an F, where F is some qualitative or sortal property such as that of being red, of being a man, and so on. For example, the proposition that x is a man claims, of some actual worldly object x, that it has the property of being a man. Our proposal will be that the relevant propositional claim about that actual object x can, with respect to cognitive grasping of it, be broken down into two distinctive grasped components. The first content-based component involves a grasping of something as being a man. The second, actuality-based component involves the grasping of a relevant worldly or actual fact-namely, the fact of whether the particular actual object x is, or is not, a man.
Consequently, a complete grasping of a full, truth-evaluable singular proposition is a grasping of whether or not the first component corresponds with the second component-which correspondence holds just in case each has the same predicative content. Nevertheless, in our view only the first, content-based propositional component is directly or immediately grasped as a whole. We shall now describe how the full grasping of the proposition, along with its correspondence-based truthconditions, would involve at least two stages of cognitive inference from items that are immediately cognitively available in paradigm perceptual cases.
The first stage of cognitive inference is required because the second, actual-fact component of a proposition is not itself immediately available to cognition in perceptual situations. All that is immediately available is-we shall argue-a causally-based referential link or pointer to the relevant worldly object x that the proposition is about. Or, in more familiar philosophical terms, all that is available is a pure perceptual demonstrative, having a nonconceptual content (see Sect. 3 for empirical support of this view). Consequently, the immediate cognitive grasping of such a referential link must be supplemented with an inference to there being some salient worldly fact-involving that object x-which would be relevant to establishing whether or not the full proposition that x is an F is true or false. Thus the second propositional component is only indirectly grasped, via an inferential construction of this kind that builds on an immediate grasp of a referential pointer to the worldly object x.
The second required inferential construction takes the two propositional components already arrived at-namely, the immediate content-based component, and the inferentially-constructed worldly-fact-based component-and construes them in turn as a complete proposition whose truth-value depends on whether the first component corresponds with the second component.
As a result, our dual-component proposal as a whole provides a fairly intuitive, though unconventional, version of a correspondence-based account of propositional truth as depending on correspondence with a worldly fact. On our account, grasping a proposition involves grasping each of its two components, along with grasping that the truth-condition for the thus-grasped proposition is that the first, contentbased component should correspond with the second, actual-fact component.
Nevertheless, this remains a non-traditional and non-unitary conception of a proposition and of its correspondence-based truth. Our D-propositional claim is not the traditional claim that a unitary proposition is true when it corresponds with an actual fact. Instead our claim is that a D-proposition is true when its first, contentbased component corresponds with the actual fact specified by its second component. Or, more precisely, our claim is that what it is for a cognizer C to grasp a D-proposition and its truth-condition is for C to grasp its first component, and to grasp that whether or not the complete D-proposition is true or not depends on whether that first grasped component corresponds with the second grasped component.
The non-unitary nature of D-propositions can be further emphasized as follows. Neither of the two components of a D-proposition is fully propositional on its own-so that each is logically unsaturated, in that neither component determines a unique proposition by itself. The content component is unsaturated, in that by itself it does not determine any particular actual object that a full proposition would be about. And the actual-fact component is unsaturated, in that by itself it does not determine a truth-value for the relevant full proposition concerning object x.
However, we should emphasize that these initial formulations of D-propositional structure provide no more than a rough initial overview, which would be subject to various clarifications and emendations in future, more detailed work on these topics.
A Naturalistic Account of Propositional Grasping
Before proceeding further, a standard objection to grasping-based accounts of propositional cognition should be mentioned. The objection is that since propositions are generally assumed to be abstract entities, they could have no place in a naturalistic explanatory account of any kind of concrete cognitive processing. Thus the objection is that the concept of cognitive grasping of a proposition must at best be a picturesque metaphor, rather than a specification of a legitimate factor in a literal account of some naturalistically-specifiable cognitive activities. For example, Fodor argues that he can make no sense of the idea of grasping an abstract proposition, so instead he substitutes concrete cognitive relations to mental representations that consist of token mental sentences in a language of thought (LOT)-which sentences have relevant propositions as their contents, but which propositions play no causal role in his naturalistic theory (Fodor 1975 (Fodor , 1978 .
We accept this objection-namely, that a strictly cognitive account of propositional grasping or understanding must explain it in purely naturalistic terms, and hence that such an account must provide an adequate substitute rather than a strict equivalent for the concept of grasping an abstract proposition. Here is an overview of how we shall proceed, with the relevant objection being duly noted (thus our future references to propositional grasping will address substitute rather than abstract versions).
Our account is structured around a basic distinction between two different kinds of categorization or classification by a cognizer-namely, stimulus versus object classification. The basic idea is that an experienced cognizer would have abilities to classify some structured incoming perceptual stimuli in conceptual terms-hence producing a conceptualized cognitive model (CCM) that is a conceptualized or categorized form of structured perceptual data derived from sensory inputs. Now at this early stage of cognitive processing, a relevant CCM-such as a conceptualized model of something as being an F-would not represent, in a truthevaluable way, any actual worldly item as being an F. Instead, it merely would categorize some incoming perceptual data as being F-related data. Our view is that such an early-stage CCM is capable of providing a concrete form of the first, content-based component in our proposed D-propositional structure. A cognitive system that is currently processing such an F-related CCM is thereby in a cognitive state in which it grasps that something or other is classifiable in F-related termshence providing the first grasped component in our proposed account of grasping a D-proposition. (See the following sections for empirical support for this hypothesis).
We turn now to the other kind of categorization-namely object categorization, or more specifically, categorization of a particular worldly object x as being an F. In our view this is a fully representational kind of categorization that has a singular, truth-evaluable propositional content-which categorization is the final result of further cognitive processing having been applied to the initial CCM stage as just discussed. Thus our account-unlike more standard naturalistic accounts of mental representation-emphasizes the integral role of intermediate perceptual processing, plus of the two kinds of inferential processing discussed in the previous section, in arriving at a full mental representation whose propositional content is graspable as the proposition that a particular worldly object x is an F.
But what is wrong-if anything-with more standard holist views of propositional grasping, which ignore such intermediate or inferential stages of cognitive processing? In this paper we aim only to show, in a preliminary way, that there are significant empirical results that support a dual, D-propositional view, but which results would remain unaccounted for on more standard holist propositional grasping views.
Grasping an Object Via Nonconceptual Demonstrative Reference
This section provides some empirical evidence for our claim in Sect. 1 that the second, actual-fact component of a proposition-concerning the putative Fness of an object x-is not immediately graspable in its entirety in perceptual situations. Instead, all that is immediately cognitively graspable is one factor in that second component-namely, a causally-based pure referential demonstrative that points to the relevant worldly object x that the proposition is about. 1 A major source of evidence for this claim it provided by the work of Zenon Pylyshyn and associates on the phenomenon of multiple object tracking by perceivers, which is addressed by Pylyshyn's FINST visual indexing theory (Pylyshyn and Storm 1988; Pylyshyn 2000 Pylyshyn , 2001 Pylyshyn , 2007 Pylyshyn , 2009 Raftopoulos and Muller 2006; Fodor 2009 ).
The FINST theory is based on strong evidence that singular perception is causally grounded in FINSTs (visual indexes or pointers) that track particular worldly objects-but it is only the objects, and not their properties as well, that are tracked. According to Pylyshyn in his latest overview of his theory (2009), the existence of this foundational kind of purely object-based, nonconceptual referential causal tracking is theoretically compelling for various reasons, 2 including that it can provide a purely naturalistic basis for theories of mental representation, without any question-begging assumptions concerning the nature of concepts, the mechanisms 1 For evidence that such a demonstrative could provide a legitimate kind of cognitive acquaintance or grasping of an object, see Dickie (2010) . 2 Such as the limited capacity of the mind to process information, the reality that representations must be constructed incrementally, the need to solve the binding problem of how properties are assigned to a particular object, and the need to tag individuals to mark them during visual processing (2009, p. 9-11). of linguistic reference, and so on-a point whose importance is also enthusiastically endorsed by Fodor in his commentary on Pylyshyn's views (Fodor 2009, p. xiv). 3 In addition, Raftopoulos's comprehensive book (2009) provides further convincing arguments to the effect that the reference of perceptual demonstratives is fixed in a causal, purely nondescriptive way through the nonconceptual content of perception. On his account, ''The causal definition of nonconceptual content is independent of any considerations about the conceptual arsenal that the perceiver might have or might exercise while she perceives'' (p. 153).
However, as Pylyshyn acknowledges, though a FINST-style account explains how a mental object file could be opened for a particular worldly object that was tracked, it provides no account of how conceptual information concerning the object could subsequently be associated with the file (Pylyshyn 2009, p. 5-6) . Our hypothesis-as briefly outlined in Sect. 1-is that such conceptual information is inferred from prior, independent processes of perceptual categorization, derived from mental processing associated with the first, content-based component of a relevant proposition. In addition, see Sect. 6 for a summary of the role of Pylyshynstyle perceptual demonstratives in supporting our account of propositional structure.
The Independence of Perceptual Categorization from Object Recognition
Our D-propositional thesis that grasping a singular proposition involves grasping two independent propositional components stands or falls with the availability of evidence that there is an early stage of non-truth-evaluable cognitive categorization that is independent of, and temporally prior to, the formation of a complete truthevaluable mental representation whose propositional content is the proposition that a particular worldly object x is F (or: an F).
In particular, in perceptual cases we seek evidence that cases of perceptual categorization are not already full-blown cases of worldly object recognition of an object x as being of some kind F-for if they were such recognitional cases, they would already have a complete graspable propositional content, and so fail to provide empirical evidence that there could be two independent graspable propositional components. Thus we seek evidence supporting a prior independence thesis for one component of a proposition-which component should not itself be a complete proposition.
Our prior independence thesis is related to Pylyshyn's nonconceptual FINST visual index thesis in the following way. We can agree with Pylyshyn that singular object tracking is a well-confirmed feature of early perceptual processing, so that the formation of a singular, FINST-based object file for a particular worldly object x may take place at approximately the same time as initial processes of perceptual categorization. Nevertheless, our claim is that any descriptive information associated with that object file does not become associated with it until after initial processes of perceptual categorization have occurred. Our overall thesis requires this temporal offset, for we assume that once a process of association of descriptive information with a FINST-based object file has been completed, there would already exist a complete, propositionally based mental representation of object x.
Here is some empirical evidence for our prior independence thesis. Vanrullen and Thorpe (2001) provide some cognitive neuroscience evidence both for the temporal priority part of our thesis, and for the independence part. On the temporal priority issue, they summarize their results as follows: ''…we show that visual categorization of a natural scene involves different mechanisms with different time courses: a perceptual, task-independent mechanism, followed by a task-related, categoryindependent process. Although average ERP (event-related potential) responses reflect the visual category of the stimulus shortly after visual processing has begun (e.g. 75-80 ms), this difference is not correlated with the subject's behavior until 150 ms poststimulus.'' (p. 454).
We interpret this result as follows. In naturalistic theories of mental representation, such as Fodor's Representational Theory of Mind (1975 Mind ( , 1987 Mind ( , 2008 , the formation of a complete mental representation having a propositional content is closely associated with the causal role of that mental representation in generating an appropriate behavioral response. So the fact that such behavioral responses occur at a significantly later time than the formation of an initial perceptual categorization is evidence that the perceptual categorization belongs to an earlier, pre-propositional phase of processing.
The same authors (VanRullen and Thorpe 2001) also summarize recent evidence (e.g., Romo and Salinas 1999; Schall and Thompson 1999; Shadlen and Newsome 1996) relevant to the independence issue, as follows: ''Current theories of visual processing suggest a distinction between two different mechanisms: a perceptual process extracting information about different properties of the visual input, followed by a higher-level decision process evaluating the relevance of this visual information, in terms of the goals and expectations of the subject, in order to prepare and generate the appropriate behavioral response.' ' (p. 454) . Their summary in terms of levels of processing provides another way in which to distinguish the early perceptual categorization processes from the later, more cognitive and fully propositional processes.
Other cognitive scientists supporting related prior independence theses include Liu et al. (2002) 4 ; Curran et al. (2002) 5 ; and important earlier work by Warrington and associates on evidence of separations of perceptual categorization from later semantic categorization (e.g., Warrington and Taylor 1978; Warrington 1982 ) that builds on work of de Renzi et al. (1969) , who, as Warrington points out, ''…reported the first quantitative evidence of a double dissociation between what I 4 Part of their summary: ''These data suggest that face processing proceeds through two stages: an initial stage of face categorization, and a later stage at which the identity of the individual face is extracted.'' (p. 910). 5 Part of their conclusion: ''The clearest general result to emerge from the present experiments is a temporal sequence of events involving a transition between early sensitivity to category membership (in/ out differences) and later sensitivity to differential experience with particular exemplars (old/new differences). This temporal sequence suggests that the information necessary for categorization may become available earlier than that necessary for recognition memory'' (p. 14).
have termed perceptual categorization and semantic categorization.'' (Warrington 1982, p. 30) .
But probably the most philosophically sophisticated account of the timing differences of earlier perceptual categorization versus later, propositionally related cognition is to be found in the work of Raftopoulos, much of which is presented in his recent book (2009), as mentioned in the previous section. His complex investigations resist any brief summary, but a subsequent article (Raftopoulos 2011) is explicit on the time gap between initial conceptualization and subsequent belief formation, as follows: ''Conceptual information about a tiger affects visual processing and after some hypothesis testing the animal is recognized as a tiger through the synergy of visual circuits and WM (working memory). At this point the explicit belief ''O is F'' is formed. This occurs after 300 ms, when the viewer consolidates the object in WM and identifies it with enough confidence to report it, which means that beliefs are formed at the final phases of late vision. However, semantic modulation of visual processing and the process of conceptualization that eventually leads to object recognition starts at about 130-200 ms. There is, thus, a time gap, between the onset of conceptualization and the recognition of an object, which is a prerequisite for the formation of an explicit recognitional belief.'' (p. 7).
Other Kinds of Evidence
This section provides a brief summary of more miscellaneous kinds of evidence that perceptual categorization is only one incomplete and separable stage in the formation of singular, fully propositional mental representations. Though the focus here is not on evidence of temporal priority, such priority is nevertheless implied or presupposed in many cases, in that generally there would be no point in a cognitive system processing incomplete or proto-propositional information unless the information could subsequently play a causal role in the formation of fully propositional information.
To begin, there is the whole weight of tradition in philosophy and cognitive science that separates issues concerning perceptual processing from issues concerning cognition more generally, including object recognition-which is one integral factor in the cognitive structure of propositional knowledge about the world. For example, as Palmieri and Gauthier (2004) , p. 291-292 point out, in the psychological literature there is an almost complete separation between studies addressing perceptual categorization issues, and studies addressing object recognition issues.
This division between perceptual categorization versus cognitive thought issues is reinforced by the widely accepted view that perception, unlike thought, is modular or informationally encapsulated (Fodor 1983; Pylyshyn 1999; Raftopoulos 2009) . If the encapsulation thesis is correct, it provides further reasons to distinguish early, encapsulated perceptual categorization from later cognitive, non-encapsulated and fully propositional kinds of categorization.
Another important characteristic of perceptual processes is that they are closely related to processes of mental imagery (Strawson 1974; Kosslyn 1994; Kosslyn et al. 2006; Pylyshyn 2003 Pylyshyn , 2007 . A useful test case for our purposes is Nanay's (2010) demonstration that cases of amodal perceptual completion-such as when a partly occluded shape is mentally represented as a single whole object [see the occluded horse shape or shapes in the diagram (ibid., p. 244)]-cannot adequately be explained as involving a fully propositional belief about the hidden object or objects, but instead such cases are best explained as involving mental imagery that is not fully propositional or belief-like.
One reason for Nanay's conclusion may be paraphrased as follows. What needs to be explained is why almost all test subjects see the occluded horse shape or shapes as being a case of a single, long occluded horse. This is unlikely to be an inferentially supported belief, because-as the rest of the array of horse shapes attests-the only plausible belief is that two distinct horses are being occluded, given the sizes and placement of the other horse shapes in the array. However, it is known that mental imagery tends-independently of higher-level beliefs-to complete partially occluded shapes or objects in the simplest possible way, which here would involve imagery of a single, partially occluded horse. Hence the imagery-based account provides the most plausible hypothesis as to why subjects report seeing a single, stretched horse in the relevant case.
7 Thus in Nanay's view we must distinguish between the quasi-perceptual and nonpropositional process of e.g. having a mental image of an apple, versus a fully propositional case of imagining that there is an apple in the kitchen (ibid., p. 249). Also, since in Nanay's view all visual perception involves mental imagery of the occluded aspects of seen objects, perceptual processing in general must involve integral, non-propositional kinds of categorization of objects.
More generally, our D-proposition theory potentially offers a way to mediate between those who hold that mental imagery is non-propositional and nondescriptive-such as Kosslyn and Nanay-and those such as Pylyshyn who argue that the empirical data just as well supports a purely descriptive account of the mental processing of imagery. Our mediation could concede to Pylyshyn that imagery does have descriptive content, but that this is a non-propositional kind of descriptive content that in perceptual cases would be derived from early perceptual categorization, prior to fully propositional object recognition. Consequently, Kosslyn, Nanay et al. could also be correct in holding that imagery content is distinctive, in that it is not fully propositional.
The Predicative Division of Labor
We have now assembled enough evidence in the previous three sections to make it plausible that propositional thinking could involve, among other things, the grasping of an initial propositional component that is not, by itself, fully propositional or truth-evaluable. This section will briefly motivate the rest of the propositional structure suggested in the opening sections of this paper.
To begin, if Pylyshyn and his supporters are correct-as discussed in Sect. 3-that perceptually based reference is achieved exclusively through a nonconceptual kind of demonstrative worldly reference to particular objects, then the following structural problem arises. On the traditional view, a singular proposition involves both reference to a particular worldly object x, and predicative information concerning some property or properties of that same object x. However, assuming that Pylyshyn et al. are correct about the causal basis of worldly reference, strictly speaking no direct predicative information about a particular worldly object x could be derived through perception. For example, on Pylyshyn's FINST-based view, strictly speaking we never directly see properties of objects such as redness or manhood-all that we see is some visually identified worldly patch or putative object x, about which we come to believe that it-i.e., object x-is red, or a man.
Our suggestion is that this highly paradoxical state of affairs-of the direct predicative unavailability of worldly properties of particular objects-must be resolved by appeal to some more indirect way in which we could come to grasp worldly properties or predicates as belonging to a particular object in a truthevaluable manner. The 'predicative division of labor' suggested in the title of this section points to our way of resolving the situation. Instead of directly perceiving a worldly property F of a particular object x, we hypothesize that the cognitive process is broken down into two stages, so that there is a division of labor between the two stages in specification of the relevant predicative information, as follows (see the opening sections of the paper for an initial outline of the relevant structures).
In the first processing stage, some initial perceptual data is categorized as being F-related data-but at this early stage, this predicative categorization is not yet associated with any actual worldly object x. This initial, perceptual categorization stage is associated with the initial propositional component whose content could be described as that of 'something being F'-which does not have a full truth-value, because by itself it does not represent that there is any worldly object that has the relevant property. Consequently, it is not equivalent to a singular proposition that a particular worldly object x is an F, nor to an existentially quantified proposition that some worldly object or other is an F.
Then a second processing stage involves an inference to the effect that the relevant causally-based, direct referential pointer to a worldly object x (as discussed in Sect. 3) is associated with a salient worldly fact concerning object x-namely, whether or not it is actually an F. The propositional component associated with the result of this inference involves an F-related worldly fact-but, as with the first propositional component, this component by itself is not fully propositional either, in that a full proposition requires a correspondence condition that an actual fact by itself could not provide.
Consequently, as discussed previously, the grasping of the full proposition requires two inferential stages-first an inference to there being an F-related actual fact concerning object x, and second, an inference to there being a full proposition, whose truth-condition depends on whether or not the first grasped propositional component corresponds with the second component. Or, to put the matter in more colloquial, beliefbased terms, a perceptually derived propositional belief concerning an object x involves believing that how something perceptually seems to be-namely, something perceptually seeming to be an F-corresponds with how the relevant worldly object x actually is with respect to its being or not being F. It will be work for future papers to investigate further the grasping of D-propositional structures as proposed and supported here.
